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ABSTRACT
Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is among the most common disease which leads to the cause of blindness. The abnormality in the
anatomic and pathological structure has to be analysed for the prevention of retinal diseases. In this review, the Optic Disc
(OD), blood vessels and exudates has been studied. We searched databases like Google scholar, IEEE, Elsevier, Springer and
other relevant databases to find literature on segmentation of OD, blood vessels and exudates (Pathology) carried out by the
researchers with various image processing algorithms with publicly available datasets such as DRIVE, STARE, DRION, DIARETDB0,
DIARETDB1, MESSIDOR, etc. After the wide search, we got 32 articles on the retinal disease DR for review. The search revealed
that, exclusively for the retinal disease DR, the detection of abnormality in OD and blood vessels alone never gives fruitful results.
Therefore, for patients with the chronic diseases DR, the pathological sign exudates have to be analysed by the radiologists while
diagnosing and the patients not falling in the DR group can be diagnosed only with OD and blood vessels. From the review, it was
inferred that, the morphological operation based segmentation gains more importance due to its better accuracy rate.
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INTRODUCTION
In the retinal fundus images, the most significant task is the diagnosis
of the retinal diseases. Ophthalmologists need an automation system
for diagnosis with reduced time. Early diagnosis and treatment
of different retinal diseases is extremely essential to prevent it
from getting worse or even leading to blindness. Soft Computing
techniques with image processing algorithms take part in analysing
and assisting Ophthalmologists towards disease diagnosis. In the
human retina, the OD serves as the landmark in order to locate
other fundus features like macula and blood vessels [1]. The three
major anatomical structures in colour fundus photographs are OD,
fovea and the blood vessels.

We searched Google scholar, IEEE, Elsevier, Springer and other
relevant databases for literature on the segmentation of anatomical
structures such as OD and blood vessels. Also, the search was
extended towards the abnormality of DR patient’s i.e., the exudates
was also carried out. The search was also been concentrated on
the publicly available datasets such as DRIVE, STARE, DRION,
DIARETDB0, DIARETDB1, MESSIDOR used by the researchers in
diagnosing DR.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature review for the OD, blood vessel and exudates with respect
to the different techniques used are represented as block diagram
shown in [Table/Fig-1].

Even though several techniques are available, still a complete
comparison lacks in this area. Most of the OD methods are based
on the fact that due to the convergence of the blood vessels, it is the
brightest part of an image. The exudates detection depends partially
on the result of OD detection. Detection of blood vessels involves
huge challenges as images present inadequate contrast, lightning
variations, noise influence and anatomic variability. Automated
blood vessels detection can be suitably helpful for pre-screening
system and for other clinical purposes to diagnose hypertension
and cardiovascular diseases [2].
DR is the symptom of diabetes in the retinal fundus images which
leads to the cause of blindness. The anatomical feature of OD is
of prime importance for diagnosis as a main step in developing
automated screening of DR. The OD is placed 3-4 mm to the nasal
side of the fovea where it is located in the centre part of the macula
region in retina.
Moreover, effective segmentation of blood vessels will improve
the diagnosis system during clinical examination. The leakage
of blood from blood vessels leads to the formation of exudates
which can be identified as the brightest spots in the fundus
images. Giving due consideration to the increase in occurrence
of diabetes, the abnormalities of fundus images may be analysed
using the anatomical structures OD, blood vessel and the sign of
abnormality exudates.
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[Table/Fig-1]: Review block diagram.

PREPROCESSING
The first preliminary step of image analysis is the preprocessing
for automated retinal disease diagnosis. The preprocessing
techniques involve denoising of an image, contrast enhancement
and differentiation of foreground and background etc. Conversion
of the RGB image into the Red, Green and Blue channel images in
which features from each channel image are extracted for further
processing [3].
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OPTIC DISC SEGMENTATION
OD is located using appropriate threshold and grayscale
morphological dilation and median filtering for segmentation of the
region. The proposed algorithm is tested on DRIVE, DIRATEDB0,
DIRATEDB1 and DRIONS databases and the accuracy 100%,
96.92%, 98.98%, 100% is achieved [4]. The sensitivity and specificity
is in the range 74.60-87.07%, 99.39-99.61%. In another work
[5] author used phase-based boundary energy and PCA-based
shape energy to identify the OD and these methods applied on the
databases MESSIDOR, ONHSD and DRIONS. OD identification was
done by enhancing the image using morphological operations and
its region is detected automatically using vessel density property.
The performance average values achieved for the proposed
method is Jaccard coefficient (JCseg), Dice Coefficient (DCseg)
and distance between OD centers are 0.8331, 0.9078 and 6.44,
respectively [6]. Segmentation of OD based on Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) and morphological operations has been proposed
[7]. The method was applied on the DIARETDB0, DIARETDB1 and
obtained sensitivity and specificity of 71.54%, 99.53% and 71.11%,
99.56%. A research work [8], applied the keypoint extraction,
texture analysis, visual dictionary, and classifier techniques on the
database DIARETDB1, DRIVE, and ROC and obtain the results
as an average of OD detection accuracy of 94.38%, 95.00%, and
90.00% is achieved, respectively.
Mean and standard deviation methods were used to detect optic
nerve head region for applying threshold value and morphology
operations for the segmentation of OD [9]. This algorithm was
applied on the MESSIDOR database and the performance yielded is
92.06%. A novel implicit region based active Extended LBF contour
model [10], was used to segment OD from the digital fundus images.
The algorithm was applied on RIMONE and DIARETDB0 dataset and
it gives results of an average F-score of 0.975, average boundary
distance of 10.112 pixels and average correlation coefficient of
0.916. Distance Regularized Narrow Band Level Set Evolution
(DRLSE) method for detecting OD has been used in a study [11], and
the results attainted by the DRLSE method on DRIVE, DIARETDBI,
MESSIDOR improves the sensitivity and specificity to 99.92% and
96.49% respectively. An automatic method called Atanassov’s
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set (A-IFS) was implemented to detect the OD
[12], and the proposed algorithm applied on the DRIVE, MESSIDOR,
DIARETDB0 dataset yielded an overall performance of 99% accuracy.
The OD segmentation using two methods such as Markov Random
Field (MRF) and Compensation Factor [13] was implemented. The
first method segments the OD by removing vessels from OD region
and the second method segments the OD using prior local intensity
knowledge of the vessels. The author applies the proposed method
on the DIARETDB1, DRIVE and STARE database. Evolution Strategy
(ES) [14] was applied and implemented on GPU using CUDA
(Compute Unified Device Architecture). The author performed these
methods in coarse detection and contour edges refinement steps.
The author implemented this method on DIARETDB and STARE
and results obtained had 96% accuracy. The outline structure of
the various researchers proposed with the anatomical feature OD
detection has been shown as the graphical representation in [Table/
Fig-2].

BLOOD VESSEL SEGMENTATION
The fundus image was initially preprocessed by enhancing the
extracted green channel image using Contrast Limited Adaptive
Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) and 2D Gabor wavelet.
Morphological reconstruction and hysteresis thresholding methods
were implemented in the enhanced image to obtain the blood
vessels [15]. The method was implemented on the CHASE_DB1
and an accuracy of 0.950 was obtained. K-means and Fuzzy
C-Means (FCM) were used by the researcher which also includes
a hard and soft clustering stage, to get binary vessel map [16].
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[Table/Fig-2]: Graphical representation of OD detection.

The post processing step was applied to remove false regions.
Applying this clustering method achieved 95.94% and 95.71%
accuracy for STARE and DRIVE datasets. Implementation of the
basic preprocessing steps such as image acquisition, grayscale
conversion and contrast enhancement, intensity adjustment,
complement and adaptive histogram equalization was done and
then the mathematical morphological opening, binarization and noise
extraction methods were implemented on the preprocessed image
and the specificity of 97%, a sensitivity of 69% and an accuracy of
94% occurred in the blood vessel detection [17]. Feature extraction
methods such as 4-D Feature vector generation, optimized soft-max
feature vector normalization and combined using optimized nonlinear transformation were used for the detection of blood vessel.
The proposed classification quantum mechanics-based algorithm is
applied on the combined image to get the segmented blood vessel
image [18]. This algorithm is tested on the database DRIVE and
sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and accuracy obtained are 80.29%, 97.34%,
and 95.83%, respectively.
A feature vector was formed by applying the preprocessed technique
on the fundus images and then K-means clustering and Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is performed on the feature vector to
group pixels as either vessel or non-vessel cluster [19]. The post
processing morphological techniques implemented on the vessel
segmented output from previous phase. The method was applied
on the DRIVE database which yielded an accuracy of 95.36%. In
another study [20], author used mathematical morphology methods
such as Top-Hat Transform and Gaussian filtering methods for a
preprocessing and K-Means and vessel extraction methods for
classifying the blood vessels. The results obtained by the approach
showed the effective average accuracy of 95.10% and best
accuracy of 96.25%. Morphological operations for background
elimination and noise removal algorithm were used for blood vessel
enhancement [21]. Using the threshold scheme, vessel outline is
then extracted. When applying the proposed method it gives an
average vessel sensitivity of 70.87%, average specificity of 98% and
average accuracy of 94.90% on STARE and DRIVE datasets. Multiscale local statistical features based on gray level and morphology
features combined with the features based on local area shape has
been implemented to identify the blood vessel in pathological retinal
image [22]. The accuracy of the proposed method is better than the
2nd human observer. Matched filtering and Hessian-based approach
for vessel segmentation in standard fundus images was suggested
for blood vessel segmentation [23]. This method was applied on
HRF Dataset and an accuracy of 94% was revealed. The researcher
[24], uses morphological top-hat transform and Gabor filter for the
preprocessing and to obtain the binary vessel image the author
proposed p-tile thresholding method. By applying this methods
on STARE and DRIVE database, the author yields an accuracy of
94.02% and 94.59%, respectively. The morphological operations
based segmentation of the blood vessels was used in [25] and the
output are compared with matched filter using entropy thresholding.
The method applied on the DRIVE database and the achieved
average results sensitivity, specificity, accuracy is 78%, 22%, 84%
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on matched filter and 80%, 20%, 85% on morphological operations.
[Table/Fig-3] represents the various researchers’ algorithms used
for the blood vessel detection [15-24].
Used by numbers of authors

Reference

Morphological Features
and Operations

Algorithms

06

[15], [17], [20], [21],
[22], [24]

K-Means Algorithm

03

[16], [19], [20]

Quantum Mechanics

01

[18]

Hessian Based Approach

01

[23]

[Table/Fig-3]: Algorithms used by the authors with respect to blood vessel detection
[15-24].

EXUDATES SEGMENTATION
Kaur J et al., applied dynamic decision thresholding irrespective
of associated heterogeneity, bright and faint edges to segment
exudates, applied on the STARE, MESSIDOR, DIARETDB1, e-Optha
EX databases and the results are measured in terms of lesion level
and segmentation for image-based evaluation. The sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy of 88.85%, 96.15% and 93.46% for the
lesion level and for the next 94.62%, 98.64% and 96.74% were
achieved [26]. Tan JH et al., used convolutional neural network using
10 layers for detecting exudates automatically and simultaneously
[27]. The proposed method applied on the CLEOPATRA database
and achieved a sensitivity of 0.8758 and 0.7158 for exudates
detection. Liu Q et al., used matched filters in the removal of an
atomic structure, random forest classifier for classifying into exudate
patches and exudate-free patches [28]. This method applies on the
e-ophtha EX dataset and it achieved 76% in sensitivity and 75% in
Positive Prediction Value (PPV). Fraz MM et al., implemented coarse
level candidate extraction and Fine Grain Candidates Extraction
methods as preprocessing methods to extract candidate exudates
[29]. Then an ensemble classifier of bootstrapped decision trees
used as a classifier. These methods are applied on the publically
available dataset DIARETDB1, e-Ophtha EX, HEI-MED and
MESSIDOR and the accuracy achieved is 0.8772, 0.8925, 0.9577,
and 0.9836 for each of the dataset respectively.
Zhou W et al., segmented an entire image into a series of super
pixels considered as candidates [30]. Including 19 multi-channel
intensity features and novel contextual feature, total 20 features
applied on the dataset DIARETDB1, and e-Ophtha EX, the results
shows the advantages and effectiveness than other. Win KY et al.,
implements an automatic algorithm which uses histogram based
thresholding information for detection of exudates on the DRIVE,
DIARECTDB1, and 325 retinal fundus images from local dataset
and achieves accurate rate of 99%, 90%, 89% [31]. Imani E et
al., applies Morphological Component Analysis (MCA) as a first
stage and dynamic thresholding and mathematical morphology
technique is used for detection of exudates and gives result as
AUC of 0.961 and 0.948 and 0.937 on DIARETDB1, HEI-MED
and e-Ophtha datasets [32]. Ramasubramanian B et al., uses
second order Gaussian filter for preprocessing, soft clustering
algorithm for partitioned images into segments, Scale Invariant
Feature Transformation (SIFT) algorithm and Support Vector
Machine Classifier for training [33]. The proposed method applied
on the 1000 image datasets and sensitivity of 99.96% and
specificity of 96.60% was obtained. Pereira C et al., applied a new
unsupervised ant colony optimization algorithm on the publically
available datasets and the results obtained are better than the
traditional Kirsch filter exudates detection algorithm [34]. Sharath
Kumar PN et al., detected exudates using histogram analysis and
eliminated false positives using multi-channel histogram analysis
[35]. When the proposed method applied on the normal and
abnormal images sensitivity and specificity 88.45% and 95.5%
was obtained.
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DISCUSSION
Analysing the retinal disease has now changed with respect to the
perspective of the radiologist and therefore, automatic detection
precisely gains importance significantly in the medical field. A
sizable assortment of writing has risen, utilizing utility-based
overview techniques, on the significance of visual sharpness to a
patient’s general prosperity. These examinations provide noteworthy
outcomes with respect to the main significant structures which forms
the base for the retinal diseases. It also gives a confirmation base to
use in assessing the significance of new innovations to prevent or
re-establish visual dedication. Also, the different database utilization
has been narrated for the ease of the future researchers to proceed
with the scope of work in the retinal image processing field with
MATLAB software as shown in [Table/Fig-4].
S.no

Database

Database used by number of authors
Optic disc

Blood vessel

Exudate

1

DRIVE

05

05

01

2

DIAERCTDB0

03

-

-

3

DIAERCTDB1

04

-

02

4

STARE

02

03

01

5

MESSIDOR

02

-

-

6

ROC, RIMONE, DRIONS

01

-

-

7

HRF

-

01

-

8

CHASE_DB1

-

01

-

9

E-Optha

-

-

05

10

HEI_MED

-

-

02

11

CLEORATRA

-

-

01

[Table/Fig-4]: Datasets used by the authors with respect to OD, blood vessel and
exudates.

CONCLUSION
From the review, it can be understood that, the morphological
operation based segmentation of anatomical and pathological
structure gives better accuracy rate than other techniques. This
technique extends hands for the scholars to develop their research
further in the scope of field.
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